How to
Download
the Free
Resources
Digging up the goodies…
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The resources come in two forms: PDF files and ZIP folders, the latter containing
our Watchables computer resources. To download a PDF resource, simply click on
the link. The file will open for you to take a look. From there you can download
the file, making it available to print for your classroom use.

Depending on your internet speed, downloading, installing and opening a
Watchable game takes only a few minutes. The following images show most
of the screens you’ll see once you click a Watchable resource link. Some or all
of the screens on your computer may appear a bit differently.
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When the download has
fully arrived, hit the
Extract All button and
choose a location. We
recommend your desktop.
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This is the Watchable installer. When you double click it, it will
walk you through the steps to get your resource set up and
ready to go. Keep the installer somewhere you can find it in case
you want to install a Watchable on more than one computer.
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Your antivirus software
may give you a warning.
Windows Defender looks
like this.
Click on More info to find
the Run anyway button.
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Click YES.
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Next up is our innocent, harmless little
License Agreement followed by the
Choose Components window.
By default the software we use will have the Start Menu Shortcuts
(shown in blue) checked. We recommend you uncheck that but do
check Desktop Shortcut as we’ve done here. This will put the resource
icon on your desktop screen where it can be easily found by the class
teacher. Do this for all Watchables.
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After one or two other screens you’ll arrive
at the Finish window.
IMPORTANT! There is a bug in the game
making software we use—not the
Watchables, but the software we have no
control over. If you check this box (here
called Start Clock Watchables), the game
is supposed to start full screen as intended.
It usually will, but not always. If you
uncheck the box and simply use the game
icon on your desktop, it ALWAYS works
properly.

That’s It!

Uncheck this box before
clicking Finish. Start your
game from its icon on
your desktop.

